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In this way, it would be logical for him to become the next president of Divine Constabulary. Hence, Zachary
would never reveal Alex’s identity to this person.

He was able to protect Alex’s identity now, even his files were kept secret. Without his permission, nobody
could look at his information, including the president of Divine Constabulary.

“Cough, Shaun Baker, why are you suddenly concerned about the members in the South California division?
Is there any particular person that piques your interest and you want to poach the person? But, I’ve never
heard of the name that you mentioned before… Sigh, I’m getting old recently and my memory has become
worse. Sometimes, I don’t even remember the things that I’ve mentioned the day before. I can’t deny the fact
that I’m old already!”

Shaun frowned. He was not here to listen to nonsense. “So, you also don’t know who this Alex Rockefeller
is?”

“Mm, I don’t know. How about I’ll ask Sky for you?”

“Sure! I’ll wait for your news then.”

After the call ended, Zachary sneered.

How could he release Alex’s information to Shaun? So that he could prepare ahead of time?

He immediately gave Sky a call.

“Sky, Shaun Baker called me to ask about Alex’s information just now. Do you know what Alex has done
recently? He actually caught the guy’s attention.”

Sky just heard about the Golden Tower and venom incident from Anna. He immediately chuckled as he said,
“Uncle Xavier, I’m afraid that this Shaun Baker tried to ask about Alex’s matters on behalf of Soraya. It seems
like his relationship with Soraya is getting closer than before! He is probably meeting Soraya at Morro soon!
If he were to meet Alex now, I’m afraid that there might be some issue and Alex’s identity might be exposed
in advance. So, Alex has to leave Morro first.”

“What is he doing in Metro?”

“I don’t know about that.”

“Alright then. Tell Alex about this and ask him to leave first to avoid him! I’ll deal with Shaun on my side by
saying that I also joined the mission as well.”

Soon, Alex received a call from Anna. He was not bothered by Zachary’s advice at all.

Even if Shaun came looking for him, he could handle him as well. However, for the sake of avoiding the
trouble, he nodded his head in agreement.

***

When Cheryl came out of the shower, she noticed Alex sitting on the chair while using a needle to carve
something on a piece of emerald that had been cut open. Of course, it was not any ordinary needle but the
dragon bone needle from the Dragon’s Bane of Thirty-Six.

After gathering his spiritual powers, he could easily carve something on the jade’s surface. He was carving a
formation blueprint on it.

The effect was similar to the pearl that his father gave to Susan Hunter.

It could ward off evil spirits and protect its owner as well.

This was the best that he could do at this point after deducing and completing the first sword of Dragon’s Bane
of Thirty-Six, the Sword of the Universe. Of course, this was to be given to Cheryl.

He would be leaving for the rainforest early in the morning tomorrow. On the way, they would encounter
many snakes, insects, rats, and ants, and there may be some other accidents. It would be much better to wear
a jade pendant for protection. At least poisonous insects and mosquitoes would not dare to get near them.

“What are you carving?” Cheryl walked over and sat on the table next to Alex.

She was wearing a black camisole nightgown with a very short hemline.

Her thighs were perfectly exposed when she sat down. Her snow-white skin was less than ten centimeters
away from Alex’s fingers. It was a deadly temptation!

